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Maltreatment timing, HPA axis functioning, multigenic risk, and depressive symptoms in African American youth: Differential associations without moderated mediation
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Abstract

Utilizing a large (N = 739), ancestrally homogenous sample, the current study aimed to better understand biological risk processes involved in the development of depressive symptoms in maltreated, African American children age 8-12 years. Maltreatment was independently coded from Child Protective Services records and maternal report. Self-reported depressive symptoms were attained in the context of a week-long, summer research camp. DNA was acquired from buccal cell or saliva samples and genotyped for nine polymorphisms in four hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA)-axis-related genes: FKBP5, NR3C1, NR3C2, and CRHR1. Salivary cortisol samples were collected each morning (9 a.m.) and late afternoon (4 p.m.) throughout the week to assess HPA functioning. Results revealed that experiences of maltreatment beginning prior to age 5 were most predictive of depressive symptoms, whereas maltreatment onset after age 5 was most predictive of HPA axis dysregulation (blunted daytime cortisol patterns). Multigenic risk did not relate to HPA functioning, nor did it moderate the relationship between maltreatment and HPA activity. There was no mediation of the relationship between maltreatment and depressive symptoms by HPA dysfunction. Results are interpreted through a developmental psychopathology lens, emphasizing the principle of equifinality while carefully appraising racial differences. Implications for future research, particularly the need for longitudinal studies, and important methodological considerations are discussed.
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Child maltreatment is a potent relational pathogen whereby caregivers deprive children of basic emotional, physical, and/or psychological needs by inflicting harm and/or omitting essential care (Cicchetti & Lynch, 1995). Extensive clinical and preclinical research over the past four decades has highlighted the pervasive, deleterious effects of maltreatment across several developmental domains (see Cicchetti & Toth, 2015, for review), with consistent associations emerging between maltreatment and depressive symptoms (e.g., Andersen & Teicher, 2008; Cicchetti & Rogosch, 2001, 2014; Cicchetti, Rogosch, & Oshri, 2011a; Kim & Cicchetti, 2006; Manly, Kim, Rogosch, & Cicchetti, 2001; Nanni, Uher, & Danese, 2012; Widom, DuMont, & Czaja, 2007).

Childhood depressive symptoms are costly to both individuals and society because they interfere with the completion of salient developmental tasks (Rice & Miller, 1995; Wulsin & Singal, 2003) and increase risk for chronic, recurrent psychopathology (Fombonne, Wostear, Cooper, Harrington, & Rutter, 2001) and disability (González et al., 2010) throughout the lifespan. Even more, depressive disorders have been associated with higher prevalence of death by suicide and have been related to several chronic physical illnesses, further contributing to morbidity and mortality (Kessler, 2012). As such, it is important to understand the ways that maltreatment increases risk for depression in children to help identify early intervention targets and alleviate the tremendous impact on personal and public health.

The mechanistic role of the HPA axis

Depression is considered a stress-related disorder given that its onset and course are triggered and exacerbated by environmental stressors (Hammen, 2005; Kendler, Karkowski, & Prescott, 1999). Consequently, it has long been speculated that the body’s major
stress-regulatory system, the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis, plays a role in the pathogenesis of depression, particularly for maltreated individuals whose stress system has been primed to be reactive (for review, see Heim & Binder, 2012). Findings from several lines of research over the past few decades have been used to support the theory that maltreatment uniquely predisposes for depressive symptoms through its dysregulating impact on HPA axis functioning. Previous findings include, but are not limited to, the following: (a) various forms of HPA dysfunction are present in depressed individuals (Lopez-Duran, Kovacs, & George, 2009; Nestler et al., 2002) and prospectively predict depressive symptoms (e.g., Halligan, Herbert, Goodyer, & Murray, 2004, 2007; Heim & Binder, 2012; Koss, Cummings, Davies, & Cicchetti, 2017; Saridjan et al., 2014; Vrshek-Schallhorn et al., 2013), but are not present in all depressed individuals (Adam et al., 2010; Birmaher et al., 1996; Feder et al., 2004), (b) reversal of both HPA dysfunction and depressive behavior in maltreated rodents can be accomplished via pharmacologic manipulation of HPA axis regulators (Weaver et al., 2004), and (c) HPA dysfunction has been observed in maltreated individuals as early as infancy (Cicchetti, Rogosch, Toth, & Sturge-Apple, 2011b), but is most evident in depressed, maltreated individuals—both children and adults—when directly compared to depressed, nonmaltreated; maltreated, non-depressed; and non-depressed, nonmaltreated individuals (e.g., Cicchetti, Rogosch, Gunnar, & Toth, 2010; Hart, Gunnar, & Cicchetti, 1996; Heim et al., 2000, 2001, 2008).

Despite accumulating evidence of a mechanistic role for HPA dysfunction in the pathogenesis of depression in maltreated individuals, there are caveats and methodological constraints that complicate this theoretical conceptualization. First, because the studies comparing multiple groups of maltreated and nonmaltreated individuals with and without depression found unique neurophysiological signatures exclusively in maltreated, depressed individuals with concurrent symptoms (e.g., Cicchetti et al., 2010; Cicchetti & Rogosch, 2014; Hart et al., 1996; Heim et al., 2000, 2008), it is possible that depressive symptoms are uniquely driving HPA dysfunction in maltreated individuals.

Secondly, recent findings have demonstrated dysregulated HPA stress responses for maltreated young adults (males) independent of current depressive symptoms (Ouellet-Morin et al., 2019). Thus, it is possible that other mechanisms and/or moderators excluded from previous studies better account for the increased rate of depressive symptoms in maltreated individuals. Because cortisol reactivity is just one aspect of HPA functioning, results from Ouellet-Morin et al. (2019) may further suggest that different components of HPA activity (e.g., reactivity to stress vs. diurnal patterns, daily cortisol output, etc.) have differential associations with depressive symptoms and represent underlying functional differences. Third, very few studies have examined HPA function as a mediator of the maltreatment–depression link. For the studies that have examined mediation (e.g., Halligan, Herbert, Goodyer, & Murray, 2007), measures have not specifically included maltreatment. Better specified mediation models are needed to clarify biological risk processes, which may differ for different forms of adversity (Koss & Gunnar, 2018).

Finally, and most importantly, there is a paucity of research focused exclusively on risk processes for depression and other stress-related diseases in African Americans, despite greater prevalence (Warnecke et al., 2008), especially for severe and disabling depression (Williams et al., 2007), among African Americans. Notably, different risk processes for African Americans (vs. Caucasians) have been found for many other complex physical and neurocognitive conditions (Bertrand, Bethea, Adams-Campbell, Rosenberg, & Palmer, 2016; Clark et al., 2018; O’Neal et al., 2017). Moreover, economic disadvantage, in the context of greater exposure to other potent social stressors such as racial discrimination, contributes to increased rates of depressive disorders in African American youth (Brody et al., 2006). Thus, higher prevalence and disproportionate aggregation of risk factors/stressors warrant deliberate focus on African American risk processes to determine if alleged mechanisms operate similarly in this distinct group, so that appropriate interventions can be generated. Although longitudinal studies are best suited to disentangle this complex developmental picture and cross-sectional studies cannot help clarify sequencing effects, examining HPA functioning as a mediator in the current study is a first step toward better understanding the developmental process for African Americans, overall, and would serve as proof of concept to support future investigation.

Genetic moderation

If HPA axis dysregulation facilitates depression in maltreated individuals, purportedly as a result of frequent or chronic activation of the HPA axis in the context of the profound stress of maltreatment experiences, then genetic factors that govern whether and to what extent the HPA axis will respond to the stress of maltreatment should emerge as a significant moderator of the relationship between maltreatment and HPA function. As a first step in validating this conceptual model, several researchers have investigated the contribution of variation in genes that govern the stress response to depressive symptoms or depressive endophenotypes in the context of child maltreatment (or other early life stress) and have found significant associations (e.g., Binder et al., 2004; Bogdan, Williamson, & Hariri, 2012; Bradley et al., 2008; Cicchetti et al., 2011a; Cicchetti & Rogosch, 2014; Di Iorio et al., 2017; Feurer et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2006; Pagliaccio et al., 2014; Polanczyk et al., 2009; Starr & Huang, 2019; Tyrka et al., 2009; Zannas & Binder, 2014). Among the HPA-related genes, four are particularly common given documented relationships with HPA axis dysregulation, depressive symptoms, and/or depression endophenotypes: FK506 binding protein 5 (FKBP5), corticotropin releasing hormone receptor 1 (CRHR1), nuclear receptor subfamily 3, group C, member 1 (NR3C1), and nuclear receptor subfamily 3, group C, member 2 (NR3C2).

More recently, FKBP5, CRHR1, NR3C1, and NR3C2 have been examined together in a multigenic index (vs. individual single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) or haplotype analysis) in an effort to better capture the complicated nature of development and to increase statistical power. Pagliaccio et al. (2014) created an HPA-related multigenic risk index with ten SNPs across these four HPA genes and found increased cortisol levels in predominantly Caucasian, preschool-aged children with higher multigenic risk. The interaction of multigenic risk scores and early life stress further predicted differences in brain structure, with hypothesized implications for vulnerability to depressive symptoms. Starr and Huang (2019) used the same multigenic index to examine its moderation of the relationship between childhood adversity and depressive symptoms (rather than depression endophenotypes) in primarily Caucasian adolescents. Results extended earlier findings by Feurer et al. (2017), such that youth with higher HPA-related multigenic risk had higher depressive
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symptoms and stronger associations between interpersonally based early life stress and depressive symptoms (Starr & Huang, 2019).

While these recent HPA-related multigenic risk studies add greatly to the literature as they better represent a theoretically relevant biological system implicated as a mechanism by which early stress becomes biologically embedded and affects mental health, the findings continue to offer an incomplete picture. That is, most studies examined multigenic moderation of purported end-phenotypes of depressive symptoms (i.e., structural and functional brain changes) rather than directly examining multigenic moderation of HPA function. Furthermore, none of the studies exclusively examined child maltreatment; rather, adversity was broadly conceptualized.

Most significantly, the extant literature under-represents African Americans, especially in genetic association studies (Ogdekere, Talati, Hamilton, Levinson, & Weissman, 2013). Existing genetic studies that have included African Americans have only examined individual SNP/haplotypes in association with depressive outcomes, rather than using a more robust measure (multigenic risk index). Thus, our understanding of whether multigenic risk indices generalize to African Americans is gravely undeveloped. Moreover, there is lack of coherence among these previous SNP/haplotype studies' categorization of risk both among African American samples and relative to predominately Caucasian samples (see Bradley et al., 2008; Cicchetti et al., 2011a; Cicchetti & Rogosch, 2014; Feurer et al., 2017; Pagliaccio et al., 2014; Polanczyk et al., 2009) for differences in major/minor allele classification, inconsistency in reporting the A/G vs. C/T base pairing, and differences in labeling of CRHR1 TAT haplotypes as “protective” vs. “risk”). It is therefore imperative to focus exclusively on African Americans to better characterize developmental risk processes for this distinct and under-represented population, particularly given existing stress-related health disparities. Because our sample is ancestrally homogeneous, we can properly control for population stratification, thereby increasing clarity of our results.

To our knowledge, no studies to date have examined multigenic variation, early stress in the form of maltreatment, HPA axis functioning, and depressive symptoms together in one model, for any race. More importantly, for the previous studies that have tested associations between multigenic risk and HPA activity (e.g., Pagliaccio et al., 2014; Starr, Dienes, Li, & Shaw, 2019), depressive symptoms were not included. Without including all variables in one model, the mechanistic role of HPA axis functioning will continue to be unclear, and results will continue to be piecemeal. Thus, building a moderated mediation model in the current study will help clarify the nature of these relationships in ways that previous studies could not, while focusing specifically on African Americans. Optimized measures of both genetic risk (multigenic scores) and environmental risk (prospective, confirmed reports of child maltreatment), as well as considering maltreatment timing effects, will enhance specificity of findings, expanding our knowledge of the biological salience of different timing windows and associated developmental pathways for African American children.

The current study

Developmental timing

Previous research suggests that children maltreated during or prior to the preschool years are most vulnerable to developing depressive symptoms (e.g., Cicchetti et al., 2010; Cicchetti & Rogosch, 2014; Hart, Gunnar, & Cicchetti, 1995, 1996; Kaplow & Widom, 2007; Keiley, Howe, Dodge, Bates, & Pettit, 2001; Manly et al., 2001). Kaplow and Widom (2007) examined the predictive utility of different classifications of maltreatment timing (i.e., continuous, dichotomous, and developmental), and found that both dichotomous (age 0–5 vs. age 6–11) and developmental (infancy, preschool, early school, and school age) classifications predicted depressive symptoms. Specifically, age 0–5, infancy (age 0–2), and preschool (age 3–5) categorizations all predicted higher depressive symptoms in maltreated adults. These results informed our decision to include children whose first experience of maltreatment occurred during or before preschool in our early-onset maltreatment group.

Stress-related neural systems that are involved in HPA function undergo drastic construction, and are particularly sensitive to experiences of stress, during the first years of life (Pechtel & Pizzagalli, 2011; Thompson & Nelson, 2001), potentially making the early postnatal period a salient and sensitive period for shaping stress responses and influencing stress-related disorders such as depression. While earlier periods prior to age five (i.e., ages 1–2 years) have been proposed as a possible inflection point for the impact of early adversity on HPA function (for review, see Kuhlman, Chiang, Horn, & Bower, 2017), we opted against testing earlier timing categorization to stay consistent with the previous maltreatment timing-based studies we aimed to extend (Cicchetti et al., 2010, 2011a, 2014; Pagliaccio et al., 2014).

Hypotheses

1. Children whose maltreatment onset began before age five (i.e., “early-onset maltreated children”) will have higher levels of depressive symptoms than children whose maltreatment onset began during later developmental periods (i.e., “late-onset maltreated children”) and nonmaltreated children.
2. Early-onset maltreated children will have less change (i.e., blunted diurnal pattern) in cortisol from morning to evening compared to later onset and nonmaltreated groups, particularly for early-onset maltreated children with higher depressive symptoms.
3. The relationship between early-onset maltreatment and depressive symptoms will be mediated by cortisol function, such that the indirect effects of early-onset maltreatment on cortisol and cortisol on depressive symptoms will better explain the observed relationship between early-onset maltreatment and depressive symptoms.
4. Genetic risk will moderate the impact of maltreatment on cortisol functioning such that early-onset maltreated children with the highest genetic risk scores will have the least amount of change in cortisol across the day and the highest level of depressive symptoms.

Method

Participants

The current study focuses on African American children (age 8–12 years; M = 10.37, SD = 1.31) who attended a week-long summer camp for low-income youth between the years 2004–2012. Within the camp context, genetic, HPA, and depressive symptom data were collected from maltreated (n = 373; 47% female) and nonmaltreated (n = 366; 53% female) youth.

To allow study of maltreatment above and beyond effects of poverty, all children were from predominantly low-income,
disadvantaged families (90% received Temporary Assistance for Needy Families; TANF). To test for timing effects, maltreatment groups were subdivided into early-onset maltreated (maltreatment onset before age 5; \( n = 263 \)), late-onset maltreated (maltreatment onset at age 5 and beyond; \( n = 110 \)), and nonmaltreated (\( n = 366 \)) groups, consistent with previous studies finding higher rates of diurnal flattening and/or depressive symptoms in children whose maltreatment onset occurred during the preschool years or earlier (e.g., Cicchetti et al., 2010; Cicchetti & Rogosch, 2014; Hart et al., 1996; Kaplow & Widom, 2007; Keiley et al., 2001; Manly et al., 2001). Maltreatment groups differed by gender and age; thus, both variables were added to the structural model to control for potential confounding effects. Table 1 lists demographic characteristics of each maltreatment group.

### Procedure

#### Family recruitment

All study procedures were approved by the University of Rochester Institutional Review Board. Families were recruited with the assistance of a Department of Human Services (DHS) liaison. The DHS liaison contacted a random sample of identified maltreating families to explain purposes and procedures involved with the research study. Interested parents signed consent for the liaison to release their contact information to the research team and to allow for comprehensive examination of their DHS record files. Nonmaltreated children were recruited, also via DHS liaison, from families receiving TANF, to create a demographically matched comparison group.

#### Data collection

Parental consent and child assent were acquired prior to participation. All families were free to withdraw from participation in the study at any time without penalty. Children attended the week-long, research-based summer camp program 7 hr/day for five consecutive days. Children were divided into groups of eight (composed of both maltreated and nonmaltreated children of the same age and gender). Each group was led by three trained camp counselors unaware of maltreatment status and hypotheses of the study (see Cicchetti & Manly, 1990, for detailed descriptions of camp procedures). Trained research assistants, also unaware of maltreatment status and study hypotheses, collected data from children during the week. Along with research activities, children participated in a variety of recreational activities at the camp. Clinical support by licensed providers was available for any imminent concerns regarding a child’s safety.

### Measures

#### Demographics

Parents (typically mothers) reported on child demographic variables. Age was determined based on parent-reported birth date relative to the child’s first day of study enrollment. Gender was reported by the parent and coded into a dichotomous variable (1 = Male, 0 = Female). Race/ethnicity was reported by parent...
and also assessed using a SNP panel of 106 ancestry-informative genetic markers (AIMS), which was used to classify children into African, European, or Native American descent. The inclusion of children into the current study’s African American sample was ultimately based on the proportion of African ancestry a child possessed (i.e., African AIMS scores ≥ 0.6); however, for a majority of children (97%), ancestral characterization overlapped with parent-reported race/ethnicity.

Maltreatment

Maltreatment information in DHS records was coded by trained members of the research team using the Maltreatment Classification System (MCS; Barnett, Manly, & Cicchetti, 1993; Cicchetti & Barnett, 1991). The MCS has been shown to be a highly reliable and valid method of classifying maltreatment experiences (Bolger, Patterson, & Kupersmidt, 1998; English et al., 2003). For the current study, reliabilities (ks) for maltreatment timing and type ranged from 0.90 to 1.00. Mothers in the non-maltreatment group underwent semi-structured clinical interview (Cicchetti, Toth, & Manly, 2003) to further verify absence of maltreatment. Maltreatment was dummy coded into early or late onset, with nonmaltreated children serving as the reference group. Of note, our categorization of maltreatment onset did not create mutually exclusive groups. In fact, many early-onset maltreated children continued to experience maltreatment throughout several developmental periods (see Table 1 for other features of maltreatment coinciding with early and late onset).

Depressive symptoms

There is precedent for the exclusive use of self-reported depressive symptoms, given the difficulty for outside observers to accurately assess internal states of others and the considerable disagreement between children’s self-report and other informants’ report (De Los Reyes & Kazdin, 2005; Reynold, Anderson, & Bartell, 1985). For this reason, we used a well-established and both internally consistent and highly reliable and valid method of classifying depressive symptoms that school-age children report experiencing over the past two weeks. Internal consistency for the total scale has been reported from 0.71 to 0.89 (Kovacs, 1982, 1992). Symptom areas include negative mood (sadness, tearfulness, worry), interpersonal problems (problems with social interaction), ineffectiveness (negative evaluation of performance), anhedonia (loss of interest, low energy), and negative self-esteem (self-dislike, feeling of being unlovable). Each item is rated on a 3-point, Likert-type scale of 0 to 2, with 2 indicating the highest level of the symptom. Overall depression scores of 19 and above reflect clinically significant concerns, though cut-off scores as low as 11 have been suggested for samples in which the prevalence of depression is likely to be higher (Kovacs, 1982, 1992). Total scores for the current sample ranged from 0 to 48 (M = 7.57; SD = 6.94). A minority (8.14%; n = 59) of children in the current sample met or exceeded the more stringent clinical cutoff, while 25.1% had scores of 11 or above. Cronbach alpha was .854.

HPA functioning

Saliva samples were obtained each morning upon arrival to camp at 9 a.m. and each afternoon at 4 p.m. to provide daily cortisol production patterns across the camp week. A majority (97%) of children had at least three samples (of five total) for each time point. Camp staff ensured that sample collection occurred consistently at least 1 hr after awakening and that food and drink were not consumed for at least 30 min prior to saliva collection. Following collection, saliva samples were immediately stored at −40 °C. Samples were later shipped overnight for assaying in duplicate by Salimetrics Laboratories (State College, PA) using an enzyme immunoassay (with assay sensitivity parameters ranging from 0.0007 μg/dl to 1.8 μg/dl with 5% and 10% intra- and inter-assay coefficient variation, respectively). Cortisol production across the daytime period as measured in the current study proxies the diurnal regulatory capacity of the HPA axis, though it is not equivalent to the diurnal rhythm. Measuring the full diurnal rhythm requires collecting cortisol samples immediately upon awakening and at bedtime; these home collection procedures were not possible for this study. Mean raw cortisol values (in μg/dl) across camp days were as follows: M morning = 0.20, SD = 0.11; M afternoon = 0.10, SD = 0.05.

A difference score was created to index pattern of change in cortisol from morning to late afternoon, ultimately offering a cortisol slope (change) value. To create the difference score/slope, the mean morning raw score value was subtracted from the mean afternoon raw score value. In the event of missing data across the five days for each time point, available values were used to calculate the average. If a child was missing all values from Monday through Friday, a difference score was not calculated, and data were considered missing. Negative (lower) cortisol difference score/slope values represent a greater change from morning to evening, which reflects more typical cortisol production patterns whereby cortisol levels decline progressively over the course of the day. Higher cortisol difference score/slope values closer to zero thus represent a “flattening” of the typical morning-to-afternoon pattern. Cortisol difference scores were skewed and kurtotic (Skewness = −2.07, Kurtosis = 9.22); however, once outliers ≥ 3 SD (n = 11) were removed (treated as missing), skewness and kurtosis were at acceptable levels (M difference score = −0.09, SD = 0.08; range = −0.37–0.15; Skewness = −0.92, Kurtosis = 1.27).

Genetic risk

DNA collection, extraction, and genotyping. Oraqene collection kits (DNA Genotek Inc., Ontario, Canada) and/or Epicentre Catch-All Collection Swabs were used to obtain saliva and/or buccal swab DNA samples, respectively. For buccal cells, DNA was extracted and prepared for polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification using the Epicentre BuccalAmp DNA Extraction Kit (Epicentre, Cat. No. BQ09015GC). For saliva, DNA was purified from 0.5 ml of Oraqene-DNA solution using the DNA genotek protocol for manual sample purification using prepIT-L2P. Sample concentrations were quantified using the Quant-IT PicoGreen dsDNA Assay Kit (P7589, Invitrogen). Applied Biosystems Custom Taqman SNP Genotyping Assays were used for SNP genotyping. TaqMan procedures were performed on several gene variants. Genotypes were identified and sequenced with the Beckman-Coulter CEQ8000 semiautomated fluorescent sequencing system, which utilizes Fragment Analysis Application and associated software. In addition, human DNA control samples purchased from Coriell Cell Repositories were used for each genotype. Samples that were not able to be genotyped to a 95% or greater confidence level were repeated under the same procedures up to four times.

Multigenic risk index. Nine variants across four stress-system genes (CRHR1, FKBP5, NR3C1, and NR3C2) were used to create
Table 2. Genetic coding summary with genotype frequencies by maltreatment group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>SNP (ID)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Coding type</th>
<th>HWE</th>
<th>Genotype frequencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRHR1</td>
<td>rs7209436</td>
<td>Risk allele: T</td>
<td>Recessive</td>
<td>p = .80</td>
<td>TT 30, CT 106, CC 127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rs110402</td>
<td>Risk allele: A</td>
<td>Recessive</td>
<td>p = .06</td>
<td>AA 35, AG 101, GG 127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rs242924</td>
<td>Risk allele: T</td>
<td>Recessive</td>
<td>p = .33</td>
<td>TT 25, GT 100, GG 138</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| FKBPS    | rs9296158 | Risk allele: A | Dominant    | p = .16 | AA 62, AG 128, GG 72 |
|          | rs1360780 | Risk allele: T | Dominant    | p = .97 | TT 48, CT 128, CC 86 |
|          | rs9470080 | Risk allele: T | Dominant    | p = .11 | TT 59, CT 123, CC 79 |

| NK3R2    | rs5522 (I180V) | Risk allele: C | Dominant    | p = .79 | CC 4, CT 47, TT 211 |
|          | rs2070951 (−2G/C) | Risk allele: G | Recessive   | p = .03 | GG 134, CG 104, CC 25 |

| NR3C1    | rs414232247 (BcII) | Risk allele: G | Dominant    | p = .47 | GG 7, CG 91, CC 165 |

Note: EM = early-onset maltreated; LM = late-onset maltreated; Non = nonmaltreated; HWE = Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium.

A multigenic index of risk. All genes and SNPs included in the multigenic risk index were chosen given their documented relationship to HPA axis functioning and/or interaction with maltreatment or other early adversity to predict depression or depression-related phenotypes, in accordance with previous studies (e.g., Binder et al., 2004; Cicchetti et al., 2011a; Cicchetti & Rogosch, 2014; Dackis, Rogosch, Oshri, & Cicchetti, 2012; Feurer et al., 2017; Pagliaccio et al., 2014; Starr & Huang, 2019).
Optimally, all selected SNPs would have overlapped with those used by Pagliaccio et al. (2014) and Starr and Huang (2019) in an effort to replicate and directly extend their findings with primarily Caucasian samples to African Americans. However, five of the nine SNPs included in the current study (i.e., CRHR1: rs7209436, rs242924; FKBP5: rs9296158, rs9470080; and NR3C2: rs2070951) did not overlap given the archival nature of the data. Six of the nine SNPs completely overlapped with those used by Feurer et al. (2017). Two remaining SNPs (FKBP5 rs9296158 and rs9470080) have not been previously included in multigenic risk indices to our knowledge, but individual SNP analyses have supported their inclusion given relevance to HPA functioning (impaired negative feedback) in adults (Binder et al., 2004) and demonstrated association with maltreated adult women’s depression symptoms (Dackis et al., 2012).

Among all nine SNPs, only a subset has been studied exclusively in African American samples, and, even then, have produced discrepant results. In these instances (i.e., all six CRHR1 and all three FKBP5 SNPs), a decision to follow coding of the individual SNPs (i.e., Feurer et al., 2017; Pagliaccio et al., 2014). Neither individual SNPs nor the overall multigenic risk were related to maltreatment status, demonstrating a lack of gene–environment correlation (see Table 3). Furthermore, neither individual SNPs nor the overall multigenic risk score were related to maltreatment status, demonstrating a lack of gene–environment correlation (see Table 3). Furthermore, neither individual SNPs nor multigenic risk were significantly associated with diurnal cortisol or depressive symptoms, suggesting that this particular set of SNPs is neither acting in isolation nor in combination to predict HPA function or depressive symptoms in our sample of African American youth.

Results
Data analytic plan
The primary analyses for the current investigation included structural equation modeling computed in Mplus 8 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2017), linkage disequilibrium testing using R (Version 1.2.5001), and descriptive analyses conducted in SPSS 23.0. To assess the model fit, the comparative fit index (CFI; 

---

**Table 3. Associations of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs) and polygenic risk score with maltreatment, diurnal slope, and Children’s Depression Inventory (CDI)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Maltreatment</th>
<th></th>
<th>Diurnal slope</th>
<th></th>
<th>CDI</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>β</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>β</td>
<td>ρ</td>
<td>β</td>
<td>ρ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRHR1</td>
<td>rs7209436</td>
<td>−0.016</td>
<td>.673</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>.291</td>
<td>−0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRHR1</td>
<td>rs110402</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>.984</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>.549</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRHR1</td>
<td>rs242924</td>
<td>−0.006</td>
<td>.689</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>.276</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR3C2</td>
<td>rs5522</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>.587</td>
<td>−0.024</td>
<td>.525</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR3C2</td>
<td>rs2070951</td>
<td>−0.036</td>
<td>.332</td>
<td>−0.062</td>
<td>.099</td>
<td>−0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FKBP5</td>
<td>rs9296158</td>
<td>−0.017</td>
<td>.644</td>
<td>−0.057</td>
<td>.129</td>
<td>−0.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FKBP5</td>
<td>rs1360780</td>
<td>−0.011</td>
<td>.762</td>
<td>−0.024</td>
<td>.519</td>
<td>−0.065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FKBP5</td>
<td>rs9470080</td>
<td>−0.024</td>
<td>.515</td>
<td>−0.061</td>
<td>.100</td>
<td>−0.069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR3C1</td>
<td>rs41423247</td>
<td>−0.042</td>
<td>.256</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>.273</td>
<td>0.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multigenic risk score</td>
<td>−0.031</td>
<td>.406</td>
<td>−0.029</td>
<td>.439</td>
<td>−0.017</td>
<td>.640</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Values represent the regression coefficient for each SNP or multigenic risk score from separate regressions with maltreatment, diurnal slope, and CDI variables.*
from morning to evening (i.e., steeper slopes) than younger with diurnal cortisol, with older children showing greater change than nonmaltreated children. Child age was negatively associated on onset began early reported higher levels of depressive symptoms onset maltreatment. Specifically, children whose maltreatment depressive symptoms were significantly correlated with early-onset maltreatment. In accordance with recommendations given the unequal distribution of gender and and age were added to the structural model to control for confounding effects given the unequal distribution of gender and age across maltreatment groups. In accordance with recommendations by Dick et al. (2015), the interaction effects of maltreatment by covariates (i.e., child age and child gender) and multigenic risk by covariates were also examined. Follow-up analyses were conducted to help understand the nature of original findings, and to compare our findings to previous studies. First, differences in mean morning and mean afternoon cortisol values among groups were tested to understand the nature of the cortisol flattening results. Next, results were examined with regard to severity of depressive symptoms. Chronicity and recency of maltreatment and their overlap with early and late onset of maltreatment were also examined. Additionally, given differences in the literature regarding approach to coding genetic risk, and lack of precedent for coding some African American genotypes, six additional types of coding schemes were tested to examine the effect of different coding approaches on the original results. Finally, because most previous studies finding significant genetic moderation have tested the maltreatment–depression pathway rather than maltreatment–cortisol pathway, we probed this interaction for comparison.

**Descriptive statistics**

Bivariate correlations (Table 4) showed that child self-reported depressive symptoms were significantly correlated with early-onset maltreatment. Specifically, children whose maltreatment onset began early reported higher levels of depressive symptoms than nonmaltreated children. Child age was negatively associated with diurnal cortisol, with older children showing greater change from morning to evening (i.e., steeper slopes) than younger children. Child gender was significantly associated with depressive symptoms such that girls reported higher levels of depressive symptoms than boys.

### Structural model

The proposed structural model demonstrated good model fit including child gender and age as covariates ($\chi^2 (3) = 2.352, p = .503$, RMSEA = .000, SRMR = .008, CFI = 1.000). Results for the structural model are depicted in Figure 1, which labels significant (solid lines) and non-significant paths (dashed lines) with their respective standardized coefficients. Overall, the model explained 2.2% of the variability in cortisol difference scores and 2.0% of variability in self-reported depressive symptoms. The interaction effects of maltreatment by covariates (i.e., child age and child gender) and multigenic risk by covariates were not significant and their inclusion greatly reduced model fit; therefore, those interaction variables were removed from the final structural model. Specific path findings are presented below.

### Cortisol change

A main effect of maltreatment on cortisol was found such that later onset maltreated children demonstrated a higher (i.e., more positive; thus, closer to zero) cortisol difference score value ($B = .021, SE = .008$, $\beta = .105, p = .007$), meaning they evinced less change in cortisol values between morning to afternoon, relative to nonmaltreated children. When a separate model with early-onset maltreated children as the reference group was run, late-onset maltreated children also had higher cortisol difference values than early-onset maltreated children ($B = .021, SE = .009$, $\beta = .021, p = .016$). Early-onset maltreated children did not differ from nonmaltreated children in their cortisol difference value ($p = .802$). There was also a main effect of child age on cortisol difference values such that older children had more negative difference score values (i.e., greater change from morning to evening) than younger children ($B = -.007, SE = .002$, $\beta = -.111, p = .003$).

### Depressive symptoms

A main effect of maltreatment on self-reported depressive symptoms was found such that early-onset maltreated children

| Table 4. Means, standard deviations, and bivariate correlations of study variables |
|----------------------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
|                                | 1      | 2      | 3      | 4      | 5      | 6      | 7      |
| 1. EM                           | —      | —      | —      | —      | —      | —      | —      |
| 2. LM                           | —.311**| —      | —      | —      | —      | —      | —      |
| 3. Gene risk                    | —.026  | —.008  | —      | —      | —      | —      | —      |
| 4. Cort change                  | —.017  | .086*  | —.029  | —      | —      | —      | —      |
| 5. CDI                          | .114** | .002   | —.017  | —.012  | —      | —      | —      |
| 6. Age                          | —.037  | .129** | —.049  | —.098**| —.014  | —      | —      |
| 7. Female                       | .093*  | —.009  | .009   | .031   | .081*  | —.037  | —      |
| M                               | —      | —      | 3.576  | —.088  | 7.570  | 10.375 | .490  |
| SD                              | —      | —      | 1.776  | .077   | 6.943  | 1.315  | .500  |

*Note: EM = early-onset maltreated; LM = late-onset maltreated; Gene risk = multigenic risk score; Cort change = cortisol change across the day; CDI = Children’s Depression Inventory (total raw scores). *p ≤ .05, **p ≤ .01.*

above 0.95), standardized root-mean-square residual (SRMR; below 0.08) and root mean squared error of approximation (RMSEA; below 0.06) were examined (Hu & Bentler, 1999).
reported more depressive symptoms than nonmaltreated children ($B = 1.757, SE = .565, \beta = .121, p = .002$). There were no differences between late-onset and nonmaltreated children ($B = .846, SE = .759, \beta = .043, p = .265$).

**Mediation and moderation**

Cortisol change was not a significant predictor of depressive symptoms. Given that simple mediation requires a relationship between the mediator and the dependent variable (Baron & Kenny, 1986), it was unlikely that any of the indirect effects of the model would be significant. Indeed, neither of the two indirect effects (i.e., 1: EM $\rightarrow$ Cort $\rightarrow$ depression; 2: LM $\rightarrow$ Cort $\rightarrow$ depression) were significant predictors of depressive symptoms (all $p > .1$), reflecting lack of mediation of the relationship between maltreatment and depressive symptoms through cortisol change. Further, there was no direct effect or moderation by multigenic risk on cortisol change (main effect: $B = -.002, SE = .002, \beta = -.039, p = .443$; interaction with early-onset maltreatment: $B = .000, SE = .003, \beta = -.002, p = .970$; interaction with late-onset maltreatment: $B = .005, SE = .007, \beta = .030, p = .443$). Thus, the

---

**Figure 1.** Structural equation model of maltreatment as a predictor of self-reported depressive symptoms, controlling for gender and age. Note: EM = early-onset maltreated; LM = late-onset maltreated; Multigenic risk = multigenic risk score; cortisol = cortisol change across the day (difference score); Significant (solid lines) and non-significant paths (dashed lines) are labeled with their respective standardized coefficients. Fit indices: $\chi^2 (3) = 2.352; \text{RMSEA} = .000; \text{CFI} = 1.00; \text{SRMR} = .008$. $p < .01, ^* p < .05, ^*^* p < .01, ^*^*^* p < .001$.

**Figure 2.** Mean differences in depressive symptoms by maltreatment status. Note: EM = early-onset maltreated; LM = late-onset maltreated; Non = nonmaltreated; CDI = Children’s Depression Inventory (total raw scores). Error bars show 1SD.
functional, HPA axis-related SNPs included as part of the multigenic index in this study were not directly or indirectly related to daytime production of cortisol.

**Follow-up analyses**

**Depressive symptoms**

We explored mean differences in depressive symptoms to depict relative levels among the groups. As can be seen in Figure 2, early-onset maltreated children reported more depressive symptoms ($M = 8.634$, $SD = 7.368$) than nonmaltreated children ($M = 6.791$, $SD = 6.499$). There were no differences between late-onset and nonmaltreated children or late and early-onset maltreated children.

**Morning and afternoon cortisol**

To better understand the nature of the cortisol change patterns found among maltreatment groups, separate linear regressions with mean morning and afternoon cortisol values as outcome variables were conducted. Maltreatment groups did not exhibit significant difference in morning ($M_{EM} = .103$, $SD = .046$; $M_{LM} = .105$, $SD = .043$; $M_{Non} = .103$, $SD = .045$; $F(2, 733) = .158$, $p = .853$) or afternoon ($M_{EM} = -.098$, $SD = .102$; $M_{LM} = -.075$, $SD = .076$; $M_{Non} = -.097$, $SD = .090$; $F(2, 732) = 2.762$, $p = .064$) cortisol values. Although groups did not differ significantly at either time of day, as can be seen in Figure 3, there was a slight lowering of morning and a slight increase of afternoon cortisol levels for LM children. Error bars show 1 SD.

**Severity of depressive symptoms**

In light of previous findings suggesting that cortisol functioning partially depends on severity of depressive symptoms (e.g., Cicchetti et al., 2010; Hart et al., 1996), effects of maltreatment on cortisol were examined only among children with clinically significant depressive symptom levels (i.e., CDI raw score ≥ 19). Controlling for gender and age, timing of maltreatment did not predict cortisol change scores for children with clinical-level depressive symptoms ($F(2, 52) = .999$, $p = .375$). Additionally, timing of maltreatment did not predict differences in morning or afternoon cortisol levels for children with clinical-level depressive symptoms (morning: $F(2, 53) = .662$, $p = .940$; afternoon: $F(2, 53) = 1.218$, $p = .304$).

**Chronicity and recency of maltreatment**

Because children who had an earlier onset of maltreatment also experienced more chronic maltreatment, we compared the number of developmental periods across which maltreatment occurred between the three groups. Significant differences between the three groups were detected ($F(2, 736) = 780.864$, $p = .000$). The number of development periods of maltreatment within the early-onset maltreated group ($M = 1.810$, $SD = .934$) was significantly greater than the late-onset maltreated group ($M = 1.164$, $SD = .372$), and the late-onset maltreated group was also significantly greater than non-maltreated group ($M = .000$, $SD = .000$). Results demonstrated that early-onset maltreatment also captures a greater range of chronicity in the current sample.

Based on descriptive characteristics, it was also evident that children whose maltreatment started later also experienced more recent experiences of maltreatment. Therefore, we compared the percentage of each developmental period when children received the most recent maltreatment between the early and late-onset groups. Results showed that, within the late-onset maltreatment group, most children received the most recent maltreatment during the later school age period, whereas in the early maltreatment group, most children received the most recent maltreatment during the preschool period ($\chi^2 (4) = 124.05$, $p = .000$).

**Alternative genetic coding schemes**

Given various approaches to coding genotypes prevalent in the literature, and lack of information about meaningful differences for African Americans, six additional coding schemes were tested to examine whether these approaches altered the structural model. As such, dominant, recessive, and additive coding schemes were created whereby all genotypes included in the multigenic risk score were coded either in accordance with a dominant, recessive, or additive model. Furthermore, a new risk code was created that included only SNPs studied by Pagliaccio et al. (2014) and Starr and Huang (2019). Additionally, SNPs included only by Feurer et al. (2017) were tested. Finally, a risk score in which CRHRI
SNPs were reverse-coded (i.e., opposite allele was considered risk) was examined. There were no significant direct or moderation effects for any of the alternative coding schemes on cortisol difference score when included in the structural model. Thus, alternative coding schemes did not account for the lack of replication.

Genetic moderation of depressive symptoms
Finally, because most previous studies have tested genetic moderation of depressive outcomes, rather than HPA functioning, we explored whether similar positive associations would emerge if focusing only on this path. However, there was no significant genetic moderation of the maltreatment–depression path, for either early-onset or late-onset maltreatment (both $p_{S}>.1$). Thus, even our direct effect lacked genetic moderation and cannot support previous findings that have exclusively examined genetic moderation of depressive outcomes in maltreated children.

Discussion
The current study examined associations among maltreatment timing, multigenic risk, HPA functioning, and depressive symptoms in an effort to better understand mechanisms by which disruptions to the child–caregiver relationship negatively affect mental health in maltreated, African American children. Overall, results highlight the complexity of development, convey the concept of equifinality, and reiterate the need for future longitudinal research on this topic.

Early-onset maltreatment
Timing specificity and depressive symptoms
As hypothesized, early-onset maltreatment predicted depressive symptoms in African American youth, suggesting time-dependent effects of maltreatment. Results echo findings of several earlier studies using mixed-race samples (Cicchetti et al., 2010; Hart et al., 1995; Kaplow & Widom, 2007; Kelley et al., 2001; Manly et al., 2001). Our replication suggests that previous findings generalize to African Americans, and points toward early-onset maltreatment as being a powerful vulnerability factor for the development of depressive symptoms for diverse groups, above and beyond other forms of risk.

Of note, early-onset maltreated children in the current study experienced maltreatment across a greater number of developmental periods than later onset maltreated children. Chronic maltreatment has been considered one of the most robust predictors of general maladaptation (Manly et al., 2001), even when considering other maltreatment characteristics such as severity of maltreatment (Bolger et al., 1998). Our findings suggest that early, chronic maltreatment may be the most deleterious combination when predicting depressive symptoms, likely given the increased chances for cumulative, cascading effects across developmental periods.

Importantly, the significant relationship between early but not late-onset maltreatment and depressive symptoms in the current study does not remove the possibility that later onset maltreated children will develop depressive symptoms. Instead, it may be that both early and late-onset maltreatment affect depressive symptoms but through different pathways and on a different timeline (equifinality). Our divergent findings suggest that conceptualizing risk mechanisms for early and late-onset maltreatment separately may optimally inform intervention for these distinct groups of at-risk African American children.

HPA axis functioning
Contrary to hypotheses, HPA function did not mediate the observed relationship between early-onset maltreatment and depressive symptoms. The developmental psychopathology principle of equifinality proposes that maltreated children can travel many different pathways to the same pathological outcome (Cicchetti & Rogosch, 1996). There are alternate pathways unexplored in the current study that may explain our results, including the attachment relationship. Attachment stabilizes between 6 to 18 months of age (e.g., Ainsworth, Blehar, Waters, & Wall, 1978; Belsky, Rovine, & Taylor, 1984)—the time when many of the children in the early maltreatment group first experienced maltreatment. Higher rates of depressive symptoms have been found in children with disrupted attachment (Groh, Roisman, van IJzendoorn, Bakermans-Kranenburg, & Fearon, 2012), and improvements in attachment following intervention reduces both depressive symptoms and HPA dysfunction in maltreated kids (Bernard, Hostinar, & Dozier, 2015; Cicchetti et al., 2011b; Dozier, Peloso, Lewis, Laurenceau, & Levine, 2008; Ippen, Harris, Van Horn, & Lieberman, 2011). Examining attachment as an alternate mechanism of risk transmission, particularly while considering both maltreatment timing and concurrent and prospective HPA function, will shed light on different mechanisms operating within subgroups.

Lack of mediation in the current study may also suggest that HPA dysfunction follows symptom onset (i.e., represents a “scar” of depressive symptoms). Doane et al. (2013) found that blunted diurnal slopes were evident for adolescents who had past episodes of depression but not for those whose depression onset was within 3 months of cortisol assessment. It may be that early-onset maltreated children in the current study had more recent onset of symptoms precluding any significant association between cortisol and depressive symptoms. Prospective, longitudinal assessments of symptoms are clearly needed going forward.

Late-onset maltreatment
Timing specificity for HPA axis functioning
Unexpectedly, late-onset maltreated children exhibited more disruption to the HPA axis, and this relationship was not associated with depressive symptoms. Notably, later onset maltreated children were also more likely to have experienced maltreatment recently, closer to the time of assessment. It may be that later onset maltreated children in the current study demonstrated blunted cortisol patterns because HPA effects are better captured by current adversity/context rather than early adversity. There has been speculation about whether diurnal patterns documented in the literature represent early adversity, current adversity, or both (Tarullo & Gunnar, 2006). A previous meta-analysis supports recency effects of stress on HPA activity, demonstrating that some cortisol outcomes are more pronounced for more recently occurring stress (Miller, Chen, & Zhou, 2007). A more recent meta-analysis supports and extends this proposal, suggesting that circadian dysregulation, specifically, is initiated and maintained by proximal stress—a term referred to as “stress-related circadian dysregulation” (SCiD)—which, over time, may evolve into a variety of mental and physical health problems (Adam et al., 2017).

Results of the current study point toward the salience of temporally proximal life stress on diurnal patterning given the following: (a) children in the current study who were maltreated earlier in life did not evince diurnal blunting, despite having more
chronic experiences, which have also been linked to diurnal blunting (e.g., Boyce et al., 1995; McCormack et al., 2003; Starr et al., 2019), and (b) only a small percentage (20.0%) of early-onset maltreated children had recent experiences of maltreatment, while a majority (63%) of late-onset maltreated children had recent experiences of maltreatment.

**Lack of mediation of depressive symptoms**

There was no relationship between late-onset maltreatment and depressive symptoms. Additionally, there was no relationship between the existent cortisol dysfunction and depressive symptoms for children with later onset maltreatment. The hypothesized relevance of HPA dysfunction to the development of depressive symptoms requires speculation about why cortisol changes evident in the late-onset maltreatment group did not predict depressive symptoms.

Time sequencing may account for the lack of association between dysregulated cortisol and depressive symptoms for late-onset maltreated children. That is, the effect of cortisol disruptions may not yet have had time to behaviorally manifest. Such “sleepier” effects are plausible, given that HPA axis changes predate behavioral changes in other domains (e.g., delay in effect of psychotropic medication on behavior). Thus, it may be that for those children whose primary path toward depressive symptoms is through HPA dysfunction, the dysfunction takes time to embed. The fact that HPA dysfunction serves as a stronger prospective predictor of recurrent depressive episodes rather than first-onset episodes (Vrshek-Schallhorn et al., 2013) provides partial support for this hypothesis. However, the Vrshek-Schallhorn et al. (2013) study was conducted with high SES, low adversity samples, examined the cortisol awakening response (CAR)—a process that is distinct from diurnal rhythms—and did not consider maltreatment status. Thus, longitudinal studies of maltreatment, various forms of HPA function, and depressive symptoms would help clarify whether HPA dysfunction better reflects risk for or impact of depressive symptoms in different groups of maltreated children.

Typical rises in depressive symptoms occur during adolescence, often coinciding with the pubertal transition (Hilt & Nolen-Hoeksema, 2014). Consequently, our null findings may be a function of the young age of our sample and low base rate of depressive disorders in earlier childhood. Similarly, pubertal status may explain our null results. Recent studies have found that pubertal development moderates the influence of HPA dysregulation on subsequent depressive symptoms in at-risk females (Colich, Kircanski, Foldan-Ross, & Gotlib, 2015). Though not assessed, our sample likely includes few pubertal youth, given that a majority (70%) of the children were 10-years-old or younger. Researchers have recently demonstrated that the HPA axis recalibrates during puberty, supporting the conceptualization of this developmental period as a window of opportunity, or, conversely, vulnerability, depending on the environment (Gunnar, DePasquale, Reid, & Donzella, 2019). Because our modest HPA findings were specific to later onset maltreated children who also had more recent stress, it is possible that more obvious HPA dysregulation as well as mental health sequelae may only manifest during the pubertal transition, barring intervention. Continued study across development is warranted.

**Genetic risk**

Contrary to hypotheses, multigenic risk was unrelated to cortisol functioning, regardless of coding scheme utilized. It has been common in the literature to use genotype as a proxy for biological functioning, rather than directly testing gene–cortisol associations. The current study filled this gap, though no relationship was present.

There are many plausible explanations for our null genetic findings. First, risk allele classification is especially complicated in our under-studied sample of African American children for which we lack comparison for some of the genotypes. Generally, heterogeneity in measurement models is a major obstacle to replicating gene–environment associations, as it contributes to divergent classifications and lack of consensus regarding which allele constitutes risk and under what conditions (Bogdan et al., 2017). The previous studies that have informed our investigation (Pagliaccio et al., 2014; Starr & Huang, 2019; Starr et al., 2019) differed in many respects, including type and measurement of adversity, outcome variables probed, contextual variables, and sample characteristics (developmental age, race, SES). In all studies, the sample was primarily Caucasian. Differences in maltreatment classification alone have recently been found to drastically alter associations with poor health, depending on type and specificity of maltreatment report (i.e., prospective vs. retrospective; Baldwin, Reuben, Newbury, & Danese, 2019). Therefore, when adding heterogeneity among additional measures across studies, our understanding of risk is exponentially blurred.

Even in cases where previous studies utilized primarily African American samples, none used a multigenic risk index, and available information regarding which allele constitutes risk was often blatantly contradictory (i.e., for CRHR1 SNPs, see Bradley et al., 2008; Polanczyk et al., 2009 vs. Pagliaccio et al., 2014; Ciccetti et al., 2011a; Ciccetti & Rogosch, 2014). To this end, we created multiple types of coding schemes, including the use of reverse-codes (whereby the opposite allele was scored as risk), yet alternate coding still did not impact outcomes. Thus, it appears that these SNPs are not operating in a functional way for this group of African American youth, at least with regard to diurnal cortisol production. It is possible that the particular genes and/or SNPs in the current study do not explicitly govern diurnal cortisol production, given that many of the SNPs have been tested with regard to stress reactivity, which is a distinct aspect of HPA function. That being said, Starr et al. (2019) did find association between some of these SNPs in a multigenic risk index and diurnal cortisol in a sample of primarily Caucasian teens.

It is alternatively possible that the associations found in previous studies relating multigenic risk to depression and/or HPA function are specific to the exact SNPs that were included in previous studies. However, in additional exploratory analyses, we included only the same four SNPs that Pagliaccio et al. (2014) and Starr et al. (2019), included and the same six SNPs that Feuerer et al. (2017) included, still without significant associations. Again, discrepancy may be a function of the variability in sample characteristics, most notably, race, given poor representation of African Americans in these aforementioned studies. In any case, establishing more narrow criteria of risk strictly related to measured biological functioning in developmentally uniform and psychiatrically healthy African American samples may enhance operationalization of risk and better inform future studies of mechanistic processes in this under-represented group.

Finally, lack of moderation by multigenic risk in the current study may be more largely suggestive of poor predictive validity of the candidate gene approach. A recent study by Border et al. (2019) addressed the replication failure in psychiatric genetics.
Using samples as large as 443,264, these researchers found no support for candidate gene and candidate gene by environment findings for depression across various diverse samples. They argue that previous associations are likely spurious findings. This possibility cannot be ruled out based on results of the current study.

**Limitations**

This study is the first to examine concurrent associations among maltreatment, genetic factors, HPA axis function, and depressive symptoms in African American children in a moderated mediation model. Validated assessment of maltreatment using DHS records and use of a classification system allowing for the examination of important maltreatment parameters is an incredible advantage of this study. The sample was large, allowing for adequate power to detect effects. Additionally, the use of a multigenic index more adequately represents the biological system under study and increases statistical power. Finally, an ancestrally homogeneous sample allowed for examination of risk processes in a sorely under-studied group. Our ability to evade population stratification issues offer a more accurate picture of genetic association among African Americans.

Despite these strengths, there are limitations to consider. First, the sample, overall, was relatively normative with regard to the level of depressive symptoms and HPA axis functioning, and mean differences were generally small. Therefore, this sample may not be a highly representative sample of maltreated children, overall. Secondly, although a goal was to explore mechanisms using moderated mediation, this is a cross-sectional study and pathways simply reflect linear associations at one point in time of development. Lack of significant mediation in the current sample does not remove the possibility that mediation may emerge over time.

Additionally, it was not possible to fully represent the diurnal pattern given that samples were not collected at wake or at bedtime. Although this would have been optimal, the characteristics of this very low SES sample make home collection of salivary samples a difficult task. Thus, having a consistent collection time and storing procedure in the context of the summer camp, though not allowing for examination of the full diurnal picture, may have provided a more accurate representation than home-based assessment.

Information on wake-up time was also not obtained, precluding the possibility of controlling for this variable in analyses. Wake-up time is relevant to the daytime production pattern given that morning levels are higher after awakening due to the typical circadian process of the HPA axis, depending on timing of maltreatment, as revealed in the current investigation. There are numerous pathways a child may follow toward both depressive symptoms and HPA axis dysfunction and a host of complications that can follow the onset of each. Only through longitudinal studies, and continued preclinical research efforts, can a better understanding of the antecedents and consequences of depressive symptoms and diurnal disruption be attained. Such studies will help clarify the nature of development and, ultimately, could help guide interventions.

Do our null findings for genetic association and HPA mediation imply differential impact of risk factors on African American children? It is possible. To help disentangle differences in methodology and measurement explaining our findings versus true differences in risk processes for African Americans, future research should adopt prospective, longitudinal examinations of maltreatment using large, diverse racial groups beginning as early in life as possible. Critically, these designs should repeatedly assess psychiatric symptoms as well as other forms of current life stress, to serve as a reference of comparison. Additionally, repeated assessments of HPA function across time will be particularly fruitful. Probing multiple aspects of HPA functioning (i.e., diurnal patterns, CAR, reactivity to/recovery from pharmacologic challenge, and reactivity to/recovery from psychosocial challenge) at multiple time points could help clarify age- and race-related patterns associated with the different aspects of the HPA axis. Systematic, independent validation of genetic risk in African Americans will also be required. Finally, integrative models that consider the dynamic role of other proposed mediating variables at multiple levels (e.g., early attachment, peer relationships, social support, racial discrimination) will help clarify risk and protective processes involved in the development of depressive symptoms following experiences of maltreatment, and will help inform treatment and prevention of these problematic disorders in African American children.

**Conclusions and Future Directions**

Development involves complex, dynamic, interactive systems that cascade and shift across the lifespan. Maltreatment introduces a potent pathogen into the developmental process and can have far-reaching effects. Two such implications for maltreatment on development includes depressive symptoms and alterations to the typical circadian process of the HPA axis, depending on timing of maltreatment, as revealed in the current investigation. There are numerous pathways a child may follow toward both depressive symptoms and HPA axis dysfunction and a host of complications that can follow the onset of each. Only through longitudinal studies, and continued preclinical research efforts, can a better understanding of the antecedents and consequences of depressive symptoms and diurnal disruption be attained. Such studies will help clarify the nature of development and, ultimately, could help guide interventions.

Do our null findings for genetic association and HPA mediation imply differential impact of risk factors on African American children? It is possible. To help disentangle differences in methodology and measurement explaining our findings versus true differences in risk processes for African Americans, future research should adopt prospective, longitudinal examinations of maltreatment using large, diverse racial groups beginning as early in life as possible. Critically, these designs should repeatedly assess psychiatric symptoms as well as other forms of current life stress, to serve as a reference of comparison. Additionally, repeated assessments of HPA function across time will be particularly fruitful. Probing multiple aspects of HPA functioning (i.e., diurnal patterns, CAR, reactivity to/recovery from pharmacologic challenge, and reactivity to/recovery from psychosocial challenge) at multiple time points could help clarify age- and race-related patterns associated with the different aspects of the HPA axis. Systematic, independent validation of genetic risk in African Americans will also be required. Finally, integrative models that consider the dynamic role of other proposed mediating variables at multiple levels (e.g., early attachment, peer relationships, social support, racial discrimination) will help clarify risk and protective processes involved in the development of depressive symptoms following experiences of maltreatment, and will help inform treatment and prevention of these problematic disorders in African American children.
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